
Master and Commander Addendum 

The following material supplements or supersedes original material in the Master and Commander 

rulebook. 

Fire Type and Location of Fire 

All firing is broadside except when using the chasers option.  The following figure is intended to help 

players determine hex locations for a ship to fire on an opposing ship which in a position similar to the 

blue ship in the example. Red hexes indicate locations for broadside-broadside fire (B). The dark blue 

hexes are for broadside-fore or broadside-aft fire when “crossing the T” (T).  Numbers in the diagram 

are the distances in hexes to the blue ship. Distances are used in the firing mechanic. Note that hexes 

five or more hexes aft or fore of the target (blue) ship are not colored dark blue because they are  

considered generally out of range for effective crossing the T fire. However, players make the final 

determination on fire types for locations relative to the target. 

 

Blocked Fire  

If an imaginary line drawn from the center of a firing ship to the center of a target ship intersects a hex 

occupied by a third ship or is coincident with the edge of such a hex, the firing ship may be blocked from 

firing on the target ship. But hex scale relative to historical ship size and the not-simulated relative 

position of ships within their hexes may provide at any time a theoretical opening for clear fire on a 

target that would otherwise be blocked by this rule. Therefore, players have considerable flexibility for 



determining blocked fire in game situations under this rule and must ultimately use their own judgment. 

Obviously, scenarios with a small number of ships on each side will not experience blocked fire as much 

as, say, fleet battles with sometimes crowded seas in the midst of combat. It is worth noting, however, 

that a common tactic of the time was for opposing fleets to form in a single line of battle facing 

broadside to each other at the start of an engagement in order to avoid blocked fire and therefore to 

maximize their combined effective fire.  

Movement 

If a ship is turning into the wind, the movement cost is 2 movement points. 

Wind Direction 

Wind direction is set by die roll before the start of the game. Players can agree to roll for a possible wind 

change at any time or keep the initial wind direction for the entire game. 

General Fire Combat  

A moving or phasing ship can fire two broadsides in its movement turn, one from each side. For 

example, if the phasing ship moves five Movement Segments (inches or hexes), it can fire both allowed 

fires in the same segment or a fire in each of two different segments. The phasing ship can fire at any 

enemy ship in range. On the other hand, a non-phasing (not moving) ship can only fire at the phasing 

(moving) ship. The non-phasing ship would be able to fire two broadsides at the phasing ship but only if 

the phasing ship moves into position to be fired at from each side of the same non-phasing ship during 

the phasing ship’s movement turn, which would probably be an unlikely scenario. 

Order of Fire and Grappling 

A broadside can be fired at any time during a Movement Segment by either player for ships eligible to 

fire. Players declare their fire. If opposing fires are announced in the same Movement Segment, the 

phasing player fires first. Firing is not simultaneous so any damage is taken before the non-phasing ship 

or ships fire. Both phasing and non-phasing fires in a segment take place before a grappling (boarding) 

action, if any, by the phasing ship. 
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